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Abstract 

Head and neck cancer represent about 7% of ail malignancies in North Amerka, the 

majority of these tumors being squamous ceII carcinomas (SCC) which rnetastasize to 

local and regionai lymph nodes. In Manitoba, they cause over 70 deaths each year. The 

pal of the present snidy was to investïgate and develop novel minimally invasive 

techuiques that could alIow enhanced evduation and treatment of pauens with head and 

neck SCC. Human and animal experiments in this study included measurements of tumor 

microvascularization using dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) and tumor oxygenation 

using blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) and compared them to tumor histolo~y. The 

detection and identification of sentine1 lymph nodes was ais0 investigated. VX-2 tumors 

in nbbits demonstrated applicability of the DCE and BOLD techniques to a mode1 of 

SCC. VX-2 tumors showed reduced contrast uptake and decreased oxygenation during 

development of cenval necrosis. In patients with SCC, size distribution of 

microvasculanire was shown to be related to tumor recurrence and s u ~ v a l .  DCE 

functions were reIated to microvesse1 size distribution, tumor size, and nodal status whiIe 

BOLD oxygenation studies correlated with tumor microvascdature. Positive nodal status 

was correlated with a widened oxygenation distribution in the tumors. An MRI based 

interstitial lymphangiogaphy (MRIL) method using a USPIO contrast agent was 

developed and proved comparable to the isosulfan biue method. MRIL provides 

si,g.ificantly improved anatomic information cornpared to current sentinel node 

techniques. Overail, these minimaüy invasive techniques showed significant promise for 

enhancing the matment of patients with head and neck squamous ce11 carcinoma. 
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Introduction 

Head and neck cancer represent about 7% of aiI malignancies in North America (1). The 

most kquent tumour type is the squamous ce11 carcinoma, followed by adenocarcinorna 

(prïmarily in the thyroid and salivary glands), Iymphoma, and a number of less common 

types, including carcinoma (not otheMnse specified) and verrucous cancer. Over 751 of 

the tmors are seen in patients over the age of 50 years although their Frequency appears 

to be increasing in specific subgroups, for instance in younger males in eastern Europe. 

These tumors show a male to fernale ratio of 1 2 1  (1). In Manitoba approximately 215 

new oral and Iaryngd tumors are seen each year with 70 associated deaths. The 

incidence and mortality in Manitoba have dropped approximately 2% since 1988 (1). 

Smoking and alcohol are major risk factors associated with o d  cancer and are the 

suggested etiology in over 75% of the cases in North Amenca Dietary factors and human 

papiilomavirus have aiso been suggested as causative agents (3). About 5% of the tumors 

are histologically undifferentiated, 45% moderately differentiated, and the remainder 

divided between weii and poorly differentiated (1). As a nile, these tumoa spread by 

local invasion and metastasize to regionai lymph nodes but spread to bone andior lung 

c m  also occur. However, in ai1 cases, tumors that are associated with metastatic lyrnph 

nodes have a much poorer prognosis where, for exarnpIe in tumors of the base of tongue, 

5-year survivd drops from 53% to 34% with just a single positive node detected (4). The 

annual risk of these patients developing a second primary tumor is hi& at 4% and this is 

thought to be a result of the entire upper respiratory tract being exposed to the same 
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carcînogeoic environment The overail 5 yea. survival rate h m  tmnors of the oral cavity 

and pharynx has remained at appmximateiy 50% sÏnce L974 (5) and for Iaryngeai bimors 

the survivai has been somewhat hgher at 68% but has dso remained unchanged (5). 

Tumors of the head md neck rnay present with a variety of symptoms including swelling 

in the neck, dysphagia, odynophagïa, bleeding, hoarseness, otdgia, or nerve deficits (6). 

In many cases, symptoms do not appear mtil the tumor is quite large, especidly those 

Iocated in the nasopharynx. In some instances, the ody  symptom may be an enlarged 

lymph node in the neck. Investigations include complete history and physical exam. 

Examination of the orai cavity is performed as well as visuaiization of the upper 

respiratory system by mimr or endoscope. Careful attention is made to detection of any 

enlarged lymph nodes. Biopsy, often using fine neede aspiration techniques, of the 

primary tumor andor Lymph node(s) is performed early to establish definitive diagnosis. 

RadioIogical examination to determine tumor extent and nodal involvement is usudly 

made by computerized tomognphy (CT) and in some cases magnetic resonance irnaging 

0. In many cases there is good correlation between pathology and radiology, 

especially in regards to tumor extent, nodd status, and bone involvement (7). The 

Amencan Joint Cornmittee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM (tumor, node, metastasis) 

classification (origindly proposed by Denoix and Schwartz (8)) is appiied to these tumon 

as a means of staging (progression fiom stage O for a carcinoma in situ to stage IV) for 

prognosis and treatment @,IO). TNM classifications are occasiondly reevaluated based 

on current survival information. The T portion of the staging system varies considerably 
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h m  site to site, w hereas except for thymid cancers, N staging is the same. Distant 

metastasis is always associated with stage N disease- Sites of regionai lyrnph node 

involvement are categorized into anatomic subsites, Levels I through W, representing 

submentaVsubmandibrrfar, upper, mid-, and lower jugdar, posterior triangle (dso referred 

to as spinal accessory), prelarynged and pre- and paratracheai, and upper mediastinal 

respec tively- 

Treatment of these tumoa is dependent upon the location and stage of the tumors as well 

as coexisting patient conditions. When treatment is possible the modalities used are 

sqery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. Depending on the situation, these treatments 

may be used alone or in a varïety of combinations. The use of surgery as a single modality 

ranges from a low of 6% in nasopharynged cancer to a high of 85% in cancer of the lip 

(1). For cure, surgery is based on the complete excision of the tumor with a margin of 

healthy tissue, typically >2 cm. In many cases this margïn is impossible to achieve 

because of close boundaries to major vessels, nerves, skull base, or bone. in cases where 

there is obvious nodd involvement, or sufficient reason to suggest that occult metastatic 

nodes rnay exist, surgery can include dissection of nodes in the neck. In many centen, 

standard thenpy has involved elecûve total neck dissection (levels 1-V) in patients with 

positive lyrnph nodes and in NO patients where there was a significant chance of occult 

metastasis (1 1).With advances in radiological imaging, elective total neck dissection 

inpatients with NO riecks has been questioned (13,13)- Depending on the extent of 

resection required, srugery can resdt in some cosmetic disfiDourement, especidly if 
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complete neck dissection or mandibular resection is required, or physiologïc impairment, 

including the loss of speech or conaol over swdlowing. Permanent tracheostomy may be 

requkd in some cases, 

Radiotherapy c m  be an effective primary treatment for head and neck tumors and is used 

as a single modality in approximately 30% of tumors of the oral cavity, pharynx, and 

larynx (1). Lymphomas and squamous ce11 carcinomas of the nasopharynx and tonsil are 

pzticularly sensitive to radiotherapy. The mode of action of radiotherapy is based mainly 

on the ionizing radiation forming reactive moIecules, especiaily oxygen free radicais, in 

the tissue and their subsequent eEect on ceil physiology and activity in the nucleus. 

Treatment modes include extemai beam thenp y or implantable sources (brach ythenp y). 

Brachytherapy has the advantage of delivering higher doses to more localized areas 

however extemd bearn therapy remains the mainstay technique. Curative treatment 

typically requires radiation doses of 6000-7500 cGy. Doses higher than this c m  result in 

significant dmage to surrounding tissue (14). The dose applied may be  Iess in situations 

where the radiation fieid includes dosensitive structures such as the eyes and spinal 

cord. The total amount of radiation is adrninistered over the course of 5-8 weeks, 

Hyperfractionation, where two tirnes daily doses are gïven has been introduced into some 

treaûnent protocols. Lead shielding and multiple field set-ups provide enhanced control 

over anatomic distribution of the radiation. Neck Iymph node metastases are treated 

simultaneous with the tumor if they cm be easily included in the primary field of 

treatment, or are treated in a separate field. Often, radiotherapy is used as an adjunct 
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foliowing surgery, espeaally in cases where a suffitient hedthy margin of tissue c m  not 

be resected- Radiation c m  dso  often used as sdvage therapy in patients with rrcurrence 

after prirnary surgical resection. 

Chemotherapy has seen a Iesser role in treatment of patients with head and neck tumors 

with approximately 5% of patients treated with this regimen as primary thenpy (1). It has 

not achieved statu as a primary curative treatment m o M t y  but it can be used to 

advantase as an adjuvant treatment (15). In tumors of the hypopharynx, where 

preservation of speech is a pnmary goai, chemotherapy is been used under protocol in 

combination with d a t i o n  thenpy- Primariiy, chemotherapy phys an adjunctive ro[e as a 

ndiosensitizing agent, in surgery for tumor debuking, in sdvage thenpy, and in patients 

with metastatic disease (14)- Irnrnunotherapy is oniy just begïnning to be evaluated in 

head and neck cancer patients (16). 

Patients with extensive tumors are most often not curable and each of the treatment 

modalities become palliative. Recurrence at the primary tumor site or in neck nodes, 

ipsilaterai or  conualated is not uncommon. Depending on the original treatrnent, 

s e c o n d q  curative treatment c m  be attempted aithough in most cases this treatment is not 

curative. Radiotherapy is one of the iimiting factors in treating recurrences since no 

further radiation can b e  provided without causing sigdicant local deleterious effects 

once the maximum curative radiation dose has been given (6). 
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Measuring matment efiectiveness is limited to histologie examination of the surJicd 

specimen to determine the statu of the nirgicd rnargin, foUow-up clinical examinations, 

ndio1ogica.i evaiuation of the neck and in the case of monitoring radiation or 

chemothenpy, radiologicai evaluation of tumor size and consistency and additional 

biopsy. Single photon emmission computerized tomopphy (SPECT) using "'TI has 

been investigated as method of monitoring nimor regression but depending on tumor 

location and size. there may be significant interference from TI uptake in the thyroid or 

salivary glands ( l7). There are no clinically applied techniques available for monitoring 

progression of treamient that depend on specific physiologie criteria such as reduction of 

hmor microvascularity or tumor hypoxia as rnight be seen in radiation thenpy or 

treatrnent with antiangioge~c compounds. 

Treaûnent regimens for head and neck cancer patients are currently based on clinical and 

histobgic findings iincluding tumor location, tumor size, nodal status, distant metastasis, 

tumor type and tumor grade as well as local experience of the physicians. Despite the use 

of these predictive criteria many tumon progress outside the expected nature for their 

Stage. It is thought that most often this is a resuit of understaging due to occuit lymph 

node metastasis but may also retlect factors of tumor biology that can not as yet be 

measured (l3,18,I9). 

Additionai tools have been investigated for use as predictive tests to enhance treatment of 

head and neck tumors. A majority of investigations have encompassed a measurement of 



angiogenesis or microvascuiar density in the tumor- Angïogenesis, or the formation of 

new blood vessels, is a complex process but is being actively studied, especiaiiy within 

the framework of tumor biology. Judah Follanan (20) pubtished the f i t  paper suggesting 

that angiogenesis is a significant factor in tumor growth and since that time many other 

groups have investigated this process, and confirmed its importance in aahntis, duodenai 

ulcers, and psoriasis (21). Several review papers are avaiiable on this subject (22-74). As 

tumors grow beyond approximately 3 mm in diameter, diffusion c m  not provide 

suficient jas and nutrient exchange to maintain ceIl viability and it appears that low 

oxysen tension is one of the precipitating events in the production of vascular endothelid 

growth Factor (VEGF), one of the primary triggers for angiogenesis(25,26). It has been 

hypothesized that tunon with a hi& rate of mgogenetis and therefore well developed 

mia-ovasculature, would have enhanced p w t h  and metastatic potential(26). Studies of 

tumors in breas t(ZMO), lung (3 1), cervix(32-34), rectum (3 5), and skin (36) have 

demonstrated that angiogenesis, measured by either VEGF staining of microvessel 

density are indicaton of malignancy and may be vaiuable propostic marken of survival. 

Staining techniques and nimor heterogeneity rernain a concem in contradictory studies 

(37)Jumor angiogenesis h a  recentiy become focal point for development of new general 

tumor treatments based on antiangiogenic compounds(38-43). The measurernents of 

tumor angiogenic potentiai and rnicrovascularity have been used as markers for patient 

survival in h e d  and neck tumon (19,4346)- Most of the studies that have investigated 

microvessei density foiiowed the method of Weidner (27) for measurernent and based on 

this information, an international standard method has been suggested (47). There has 
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been no attempt to consider vesse1 size as a predictor critena in any of these studies- 

Given that these tumors metastasïze prirnarily, and ofien very early, via the lymphatic 

system it would seem Iogical that specific histolo@cai or other tests and aïteria about 

lymphatics need to be invesûgated in these patients. Indeed Fo lhan  (48) suggests that 

lyrnphatic vessels rnay not even exist in tumors. Unmunological stains for Iymphatic 

vessels are available ody for tissue prepared by frozen section, not paraffin blocks (49- 

5 1). 

An ideai marker(s) for hirnor behavior should have the foollowing charactenstics: 1) 

assessrnent of the turnor to determine invasiveness prior to treatment, 7) noninvasive (or 

minimally invasive), 3) mesurement of physiologic p m e t e r s  of the entire tumor, and 

4) demonstrate correlation between mamient and outcornes. Histologicd marken, by 

necessity, are most often established using biopsy samples. These samples c m  be 

obtained using a number of techniques including fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy, 

where only relatively few celis rnight be obtained, or with biopsy forceps, where typically 

only the most extemal portion of the tumor c m  be sampled. While 'worst case' turnor 

miteria cm be reported by the pathologist, there is Iittle doubt that, given the 

heterogeneous nature of most tumors, biopsy samples rnay not provide a complete picnire 

of the tumor behaviour, especidly those at an invading deep margin. Histologie 

examination of the entire tumor can be completed following surgery, but by this point in 

time the overail treatrnent plan has atready Wely been determined. In patients where 
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radiothenpy or chemotherapy is pianned as the pnmary matment, examination of the 

entire tumor is not possible. 

The determination of lymph node status is an important consideration in patients with 

head and neck tumors and is perhaps the singe most important measure of treatment 

outcome and progosis. Even with scrupulous clinicai examination and the use of modem 

ndiologic techniques. the rate of occtiit neck metastasis of head and neck squarnous ce11 

carcinoma W S C C )  is over 25% (52,53). In patients with early stage HNSCC and NO 

ne& there is ~ i ~ f i c a n t  debate over the two main options for neck management (6.9. 

1L,54) elective node dissection, or observation. If the neck is treated &ter patients 

deveiop nodes the question aises as to whether the overait outcome is worse that those 

treated with elective node dissection, especialIy since the latter can result in sia@ficant 

morbidity. At present there is no noninvasive means of identifying whether an occult 

metastasis exisl- 

A similar conundm exists with the treaûnent of node negative breast cancer with 

elective axillary node dissection. but this issue is currently being addressed with a 

technique referred to as sentinel node biopsy (SNB.) The development of this technique 

has been long in development and Krag has pubiished an exceiient hisroncd and 

methodologicai review of the topic (8.) The theory behind the sentinel node idea is 

relatively simplistic. During metastasis via Lymphaùcs, the tumor ceUs reach the first 

node(s) in the drainage chah and begin to grow there. If the fust node(s) could be 
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specificaily idenufied and evaiuated histologicdiy it might thus eliminate the need for 

examination of all the nodes dissected en bloc, It is important to understand that the node 

most proximal to the tumor may not necessarily be the sentinel node, Since the f i t  report 

by Cabanas in patients with perde cancer (59, over 250 articles have been published on 

the use of sentine1 node identification and biopsy. the majonty of which have been in 

relation to maligant melanoma. Many reviews of breast cancer results have been 

published (56-62). More recently, the technique has been extended its use to patients with 

cervical cancer (66), lung cancer (67), thyroid cancer (68), and very recently, tumon of 

the head and neck (69-7 1). Three specific techniques are being investigated and used 

clinicdly. The first method relies on the interstitial or peritumoral intraoperative injection 

of isosulfan blue dye, foIIowed by dissection of the surrounding tissues, following the 

path of the corored lymphatic channels u n d  the first node with blue coloration is 

identified. The second method uses a preoperative interstitial injection of a gamma 

emitting radioiabeled co1loid in place of the dye. At the time of surgery, a hand held 

gamma detector probe is then scanned over the surface of the skin, until an area of 

maximum gamma irradiation is noted The node dissection is subsequently carried out 

over this area. The third method involves the use of a gamma emitting colloid but relies 

on scintigraphie imaging to initially detect the location of the sentinel node. The various 

methods c m  aiso be used in combination (72)- Once the sentinel node(s) has been 

identified, it is sent for histologicaL evaiuation. Since only one or two nodes are typically 

sent, it is possible for the pathologists to focus their examination on many serial sections 

of these nodes. S ystematic sectioning protocols for sentine1 nodes have been developed 
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(73). Iniraoperative pathologïc techniques (fiozen sectioaing and imprint cytology) for 

. #L.- a\ examination of sentinel nodes have dso been . D ~ ~ S ~ C U  t ' i l .  

A number of issues with SNB remain, most notably the relatively significant Ieaming 

curve to achieve reproducible resuits. The blue dye c m  be difficult to follow especially in 

cornplex anatomicd areas. If dissection is prolonged a second injection of the dye may be 

needed. The dye stains surrounding tissues as it extravasates and can obscure the surgicd 

field. The radiocolloid gamma probe method cm also be problematic when the tumor is 

in close proximity to the sentinel lymph node due to sibgüficmt overshadowing of the 

radiation fields such as in the tumors of the tongue with submandibular sentine1 nodes. 

Discordant resuIts in node rnapping occur between the dye and radiocoIloid methods (75) 

and between differing types of radiocolloid (albumin versus sulfur colloid) (76). 

Scintignphy studies can determine an approximate location of the sentinel node but 

achieves poor spatial resolution and Little anatomicd mapping detail (77-79). This latter 

technique requires that the patient be examined in the nuclear medicine department before 

surgery which adds additional complexity to case scheduling 

Many surgeons have voiced concern over the reiiability of the SNE3 technique and its 

potentiai for false negatives. Many studies have investigated this issue and a notable one 

by Turner and coauthors, reports that in a large senes of breast patients (n=60) where 

1087 nodes were examined histologicaüy, the fdse negative rate was only 1.7%. It would 

therefore appear that the concept of a reporter or sentine1 node is correct (80). There 
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remains however two additiond issues: 'skip metastases' and the finding of more than a 

singe sentine1 node. The term skip rnetastasis relates to the observations previous to SNB 

that in some cancer patients, metastases were not found in the nodes closest to the site of 

the turnor (81). In a case of squamous ce11 carcinoma o f  the tongue where the patient has 

an elective neck dissection, a node in a more distaI neck Iymph node basin might contain 

metastatic cens whereas more proximd nodes do not. Histologie studies have 

demonstrated these skip Iesions in approximately 10% of positive necks (82). For SNB 

the concerns is that perhaps metastases sornehow by-pass the €mt node(s) in the drainage 

chain and settle in more distd locations. This does not appear to be substantiated by the 

false negative resuits forrn previous studies. The bais  for the phenornena of skip node 

metastasis rnay well be matornicd variation where the Iymphatic vesse1 dnining the 

turnor site rnay simpiy be directly connected to a node quite rernote to the pnmary site. 

The observation that patients rnay have more than one sentine1 node cm result fiom one 

of two possible scenarios. 

First, it rnay be that two nodes are anatomicdly adjacent and dthough connected in series 

stilI appear to the observer, in the case of the dye method or to the gamma probe in the 

case of the radioIabeIed colloid, that both nodes stained or traced simultaneously. The 

other possibility is that indeed two nodes are sentinel nodes because they are in fact 

connected in paralle1 to the same primary drainage lymphatic vessel. This is a matter of 

anatomical development that should not be surprising given the multitude of anatomical 

variations seen in the vascular systems. SNB is becoming fumly established as one of the 
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tools For treating breûst turnors and malignant melanoma However, sentinel node 

evaluation remains a procedure accomplished at the time of surgical matment To better 

formulate a treatment plan, it wodd be ideai if the SNB theory couid be developed into a 

technique that would dlow a minimdy invasive presurgical investigation to permit 

treatment to be tailored to nodal status- 

Over the past ten yean the role of radiological irnaging in head and neck tumon has been 

evolving with the introduction of newer modaiities such as thin section CT and positron 

emmission tomopphy (52). Computerized tomopphy has been utilized for many years 

in patients with head and neck turnors to detect and describe the primary tumor as well as 

for assessrnent of Iymph nodes, aithough in the latter its reiiability is best in bulky nodes 

(83). CT has a disadvantage in head and neck patients given that dental amdgam creates a 

significant artifact that may interfere with radiologie diagnosis. Positron emmission 

spectroscopy appears to be a promising technique for detecrion of tumors in the head and 

neck(84,85) and in detection of positive neck nodes (86). However, this technolog is 

expensive, requires considerable infrastructure, and is presendy limited to ody  a few 

sites. Doppler ultrasound has shown ody modest predictive power for head and neck 

~ U ~ O L S  (87-89). 

Magnetic resonance imaging has become a popular procedm for the investigation of 

many lesions, and in some such as bnin tumors or joint injury, is considered to be the 

primary investigational tool. MRI technology is based on the physicd princïple of nuclear 
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magnetic resonance and since mid 1970, the equipment and techniques have k e n  hi@y 

refined. The basis for the production of images relates primady to the reaction of protons 

(hydrojen atoms) when they are exposed to magnetic a field(s) and radiofrequency energy 

(90). By altering how and when the magnetic field(s) and radiofrequency pulses are 

turned on and off in combination with signÏficant data processing, subtle differences in 

tissue properties cm be exploited to provide images of hi& spatial and tissue resolution. 

Any radioIogïcai image requires contrast between adjacent tissues for detection and 

examination of the tissue or Iesion of interest. In a plain radiopph, contrast between 

bone and sol3 tissue may be required in computerized tome-pphy contrast between 

vascuiature and white matter may be desired, and in ultrasound, contrast between cystic 

and solid tissues may be important. MEU allows building of sequences (the stepwise 

series of events between magnetic field, radiohequency puises, and detection) to provide 

a varïety of contrast ranges depending on the exact requirements of the clinician. These 

might require contmsting white and p y  bnin matter, musde and fat, or hepatoma fiom 

Iiver parenchyrna. In general MRI is best used for its ability to resolve soft tissue. MRI 

dso has the ability to distinguish rnoving fluid and therefore c m  be used for angiopphy 

or for example, to map the movement of bile within the biiiary tree (magnetic resonance 

cholangiopancreatognm- MRCP). In some situations, contrast differences cm be 

enhanced by the use of a contrast agent. These have be used in pIain radiogaphy and 

cornputerized tomography for many years. MRI contrast agents have been used to provide 

enhanced detection of vasculature for MR mgiography, better joint studies through MR 

arthrography, and enhanced tumor detection (91-94). Significant post contrast tumor 
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signal enhancement is often seen in MR. Current contras agents do not rernain in the 

vascular space; the enhancement phenornenon is a resuit of the loss of the contrast agent 

h m  the bIood pool, thmugh the leaky endothelia of the capillaries, into the extraceliulÿr 

space of the Iesion or tumor. It has been suggested tfiat by refining MRI techniques, this 

enhancement has the potentid to be use& within certain limitations (93,  For non-invasive 

examination of biochemicai and physio1ogica.i propertÏes of tissue (96). 

Traditiondl y, MW examination of tumon has relied on ;i simple off-or-on appmach to 

tumor contrast enhancement. More recentiy, MEU data has been used to determine the 

tumor phamacokinetics of conhast agent based enhancement, using a technique refened 

to as dynarnic contract enhanced @CE) MRI. In this type of MR study. slice images 

through the area of interest are obtained in red-time, before, durin5 and after the 

intravenous injection of a bolus ofcontrast agent, usuaily through the antecubital vein. A 

plot of the change in contrast (Ml2 signal intensity) of the region of interest (ROI) venus 

time c m  then be derived, sunilar to what wouid be done in pharmacokinetic study with 

serum concentrations of a h g ,  and fitted to a two cornparment mode1(97,98). In the 

bolus or fmt pass method, the initial increase in the contrast (input function, k,,,, k2,, in 

sec-') is a measure of the velotity of the transfer of the contnst agent from the intra- to 

extravascular mer space and is a funchon of blood flow and endothelid permeability. 

The total change in contrast (amplitude, A) indicates the ovedl  fi-action of the 

extravascular extraceUular space (ES) in the tumor. The second phase of the curve (the 

elimination or distribution function in sec*'), which c m  demonstrate a slow increase, a 
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plateau, or decreasing contrast enhancement, reflects the elhination of the cofitrast agent 

out of the tumor via the lymphatics and by diffusion of cont~ast back into the blood 

vessels as the intravascular concentration demases- Investigations in the use of DCE 

h4Et.I have included differentiation of enhancing but benip breast lesions from 

maiigancies (99, 100), detection of synoviai inflammation, detection of c e ~ c a i  

carcinoma recmnce (101)- as weU as studies of liver (iO?), lung (103), thyroid (104), 

and pituitary turnors (105). While the major@ of studies have invotved the differentiation 

of benign fkom maiiflant tumors, or the differentiation of mdignant tumor types a few 

have dso atternpted to correlate the DCE parameters to histological stage (106), to 

microvessel density (107409) mixed results. Dynamic Cï has been investigated as a tool 

for determining tumor perfusion in HNSCC but the results have not been positive (1 10). 

To date this technique has been wel1 established to predict outcorne in a group of singe 

maiignant tumor types and has never been used in any investigation of head and neck 

tumors (108.) 

Mthough some indication of blood supply to the tumor can be measured using the DCE 

MRI rnethods described above, blood suppty c m  only imply a d e p e  of tumor 

oxygenation. A valid measure of oxygenation may be a better indicator of 

neovascuhrization intention. A number of studies have investigated the oxygen tension of 

tumors using a biocompatible microprobe that c m  be transcutaneously inserted into 

turnors or metastasis (the Eppendorf computerized system, Hamburg, Germany) ( 1 1 1 - 

114)- In these studies, the eIectrode is inserted and slowly advanced or retncted during 
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coIIecàon of oxygen tension Ievels. A histogram is then produced based on positional 

oxygen tension IeveIs. Tumors with a higher percentage of hypoxic areas appear to be 

more resistant to radiotherapy. As a result, many trials of radiothenpy have now included 

means for increasing the -or oxygen saturation with some early mixed results. A recent 

snidy by Terras (112) has caüed into question the validity of the robustness of 

polaropph rnethods, and detennined that overail, tumors do not appear ro be orygenated 

on a pd ien t  but are rnuch more heterogeneous in oxygenation on a microscopic Ievel. 

The overlying problem with this method of determining oxygen saturation is its very poor 

three dimensional spatial resolution and an inability to correlate the hypoxic areas 

identified to the anatomy of the t m o r  and surrounding areas except very grossly. Another 

rnethod for determining oxygen saturation relies on the intravenous administration of an 

hypoxia marker such as pimonidazole, or EF5 foilowed by microscopic examination of 

the stained or fluorescent tissue specimen (1 15, 1 16). This rnethod obviously prevents the 

presurgicai estimation of tumor oxygen saturation, udess a biopsy sample is used. 

However, tumor oxygen saturation heterogeneity would indicate that biopsy sampling 

could be prone to sampling bias. The cornet assay, which uses ce11 DNA damage 

measurements as an indication of hypoxia, atso requires a tissue sample (1 17, 1 18). Me10 

and coworkers (1 19) have investigated the use of SPECT combined with ?rn-labeled 2- 

nitroimidazoie as technique for Iocating hypoxic celis within a tumor. Initial studies in 

mÎce appear promising although imidazoles cm onIy provide a switched mode of hypoxia 

with no relative oxygenation measures (1 15). 
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Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) MRI has been the bais by which functional 

images of the brain have been obtained (120). In these studies, ultrafast scans of the bnin 

are produced before, during, and &ter specific rnotor or sensory hnctions are performed. 

In carefdy controlled trials, it has been s h o w  that BOLD analysis cm indicate which 

areas in the bnin are being triggered. BOLD MRI is based on the principle that 

oxyhemogiobin and deoxyhemoglobin have distinct rnagnetic properties, namely 

diamagnetism (no permanent magnetic moment but when placed in a magnetic field have 

an induced moment) and pmmagnetism (inherent weak rnagnetic dipole moment). 

During increased requirements for oxygen the amount of deoxyhemoglobin in the 

capillaries feeding the monitored tissue inmase. This results in an MRI artifact of 

magnetic susceptibility, specificaiiy when using T?* weighted imaging. This change in 

the contrat resulting from the change hom oxy- to deoxyhemoglobin is measured at a 

number of echo times and a gnph c m  be plotted of the log increase in signai. The dope 

of the Line has been demonstrated to be indicative of relative oxygenation of the tissues 

while the intercept is related to the number of vessels ROI. 

BOLD has recently been utilized to qualitatively measure oxygenation of blood in vessels 

( 121- L N ) ,  rnyocardiurn(175- 178) and rend cortex ( 129), under respiratory and 

phmacologic changes. The use of BOLD MR imaging for the detemination of tumor 

oxygenation in patients has not been reported. 
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The measurement of lymph nodes using MRI images has been investigated For many 

years and there rernains considerable issue with the use of MRI (or CT for that matter) to 

specifically indicate which nodes may or may not contain metastases unless the nodes are 

beyond a certain size, if there is extracapsuta. spread, or if the node contains obvious 

necrotic areas. In cases where the nodes are not clinicaily enlarged the predictive rate of 

MRI has been limited to 40-60% (89). 

Recently, new MRI contrast agents have been produced (although none are accepted for 

human use in North America) and tested in human Phase 1 and Phase II trials for use as 

intravenous lymphangiography contrast agents. Typically these agents are composed of 

nanometer sized iron oxide (Fe@J parcicies coated with dextran to reduce the potentiai 

for anaphylaxis commonly seen with intravenous injection iron sdts. These agents are 

phagocytosed by macrophages and are pooled by the reticular endothelid system in the 

liver and in the lymph nodes (130). As a result, lymph nodes c m  be ppreferentially 

contrasted h m  surrounding tissues. Interstitiai Lymphography using MR contrast agents 

has been shidied in rats (l30), femts (l31), and rabbits (132) have demonstrated that 

lymph nodes grossly repiaced with tumor have a pattern of reduced contrast uptake while 

nodes with benîgn hyperplrisia have relatively normal contrast enhancement (13 1). 

Micrometastasis could not be detected in these studies. The potentiai of MR for sentinel 

node identification in rats was reported by a study fiom Advanced Magnetics but single 

time studies could not distinguish muItiple sentine1 nodes from non-specific nodal 
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enhancement ( 133). CIinicai use of these agents as N lymphangiognph has been ini tiated 

and related to identification of p s s  nodal metastasis (134). The use of these agents for 

routine clinicai use has not been pursued (89). 
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Rationate and Hypotheses 

The purpose of the current study was to detemiine whether magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) has the ability to provide useful information to the chician, beyond simple 

anatomic measurements, that could have predictive utility in the determination of tumor 

treatment and patient prognosis. Three Lines of investigation were: L) dyiiamic contmt 

enhanced @CE) MEU as a mesure of tumor microvascuiarity, 2) blood oxygen level 

dependent (BOLD) MRI as a mesure of tumor oxygenation, and 3) the novel use of an 

investigationai ultrasmal1 particulate iron oxide WSPIO) contrast agent for the 

preopentive detection of sentine1 nodes. VX-2 tumors in nbbits were used as an initial 

test of the MRI methods (DCE and BOLD) in squamous ce11 tumors. These tumors 

demonstrate contrast enhancement(l35), but have not been studied with either DCE or 

BOLD MRL Pig were used as the model for sentinel node studies as the contrast agent is 

not yet available in North America for use in humans. Pigs are a good experimental 

mode1 since îhey have similar head and neck node drainage patterns to humans and have 

been used for studies of direct fernorai lymphangiography studies (136) (137). DCE and 

BOLD were also used to investigate tumor vessel and tumor oxygenation heterogeneity 

using individual-pixel time and spatial functions. Archived tissue from patients with 

HNSCC were examined using the international method (47) and immunostaining to 

obtain information about rnicrovascular density and vessel size distribution as a 

cornparison to the DCE and BOLD M-RE. methods. 
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The specific hypotheses of the current research project were: 

1) The rabbit VX-2 squamous ceU carcinoma mode1 wiU demonstrate basic properties of 

dynamic contrast enhanced and BOLD MR. 

3) In patients with HNSCC, mer microvascular density is a measure of patient outcome, 

tumor stage, and nodd metastasis. 

3) In patients with HNSCC, the distribution of vessel size in a tumor is an independent 

measure of patient outcorne, tumor stage, and nodal metastasis. 

4) DCE and BOLD MRI are technicdiy feasible in HNSCC. 

5) DCE functions correlate with turnor microvascular density and distribution of vessel 

size. 

6) BOLD measurements of relative tumor oxygenation will be correlated to tumor 

vascular supply. 

7) Since HNSCC tumors display histologicd heterogeneity, they will demonstrate 

heterogeneity in both DCE and BOLD analysis. 
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8) USPIO contrast agent will behave simihIy to radiocoiIoid materÏais and be able to 

demonstrate sentinel node identification, 
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Methods 

Histolooic measurement of tumor microvascuiarity 

EÏghteen random archived tissue sarnples were obtained fiom a List of thirty five previous 

Manitoba Cancer Treatment Foundation patients provided by Dr. R- Nason, Head of 

Surgical OncoIogy. These patients had TL or T2 squamous ce11 carcinoma of the oraI 

cavity. MI clinical information relating to the twnor, patient outcorne, or nodal status was 

not reveaied until histological evaluation and andyses were compIeted. 

Archived tissue blocks were selected on the basis of containing the maximum arnount of 

the tumor tissue avaiIab1e with a normal tissue edge. Six micron sections were cut fiom 

each block and processed for automated irnmunohistologicd staïning of CD-34 and H&E 

staining (negative and positive controls were included with each staining batch.) CD-34 

antibody was obtained fom Santa Cruz Biotechnotogy (Santa Cruz, CA), An oraI 

pathologist reviewed each of the sections and demarcated the interface between tumor 

and nomai tissue. Microvessel counts were performed according to international 

consensus methods(47,128). Sections were scanned under Low power iight rnicroscopy 

and the area of highest irnrnunostaining was noted. This area was reexamined using lOOx 

and 200x power and the fields with the greatest number of were photographed using a 

digitai camera (Sony DXC950, Sony Canada Limited, Toronto) The images were stored 

as full color TIFF files for counting. Additiond photopphs were taken of the section at 

40x and 400x as reference images to review and confirm the areas chosen and examined. 
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VesseIs counted included any stained endotheliai cells o r  ceil cIwters sepanted from 

surrounding connective tissue or tumor ceHs (47). The presence of erythrocytes or of a 

vessel lumen was not required and vessel sue (except for vesse1 with obvious muscular 

Iayers) was not an exclusion criterion. The largest dimension of the vessels was 

deterrnÏned usin J a caiibrated marker and these were categorized into three Ievels: cl0 

pm capillary, 10-25 pn terminal arterioIe, and >35 prn artenoIe/venuIe. 

Mastetic resonance imaoing studies 

This portion of the study was approved by the University of Manitoba Cornmittee on the 

Use of Human Subjects in Research. Approvai was also obtained from the National 

Research Council (NRC) Research Ethics Board since the majonty of patients (L 1/14) 

were imaged during NRC research scan tirne. From an initial pool of L30 patients, fouay- 

five patients were interviewed for participation in the study MRI study. The history and 

physical data of each of the forty five patients was reviewed and permission obtained 

from their physicïan to interview the patient. Specific information as required by the NRC 

was obtained during the i n t e ~ e w ,  including criteria that might prevent the patients from 

being studied including previous surgery, history of seizures or allergies, previous injuries 

from merd foreign objects, claustrophobia, and other disease States which might be 

exacerbated during the MRI procedure Informed consent was obtained from patients, 

which were provided with an anonymous code for MRI study. Of the 45 patients 

intervieweci, eleven patients were scheduled for an MRI examination. In patients with 
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tumors for whom the surgeon would normaIIy reqrrire an MRI examination, only the MRi 

c h i c  exclusion criteria were uniizecL Images hom these latter patients (n=3) were then 

obtained for research purposes under the Manitoba Personal Health Information Act 

(PHIA) guideiines. One of the patients refused to participate after the initial scans due to 

acute and unexpected claustrophobia This provided a total of 13 patients for MRi data 

anaiysis. 

MRI examinations were obtained using a Generai ElectrÏc S ipna  LW^ I .jT scanner. Al1 

patients were placed supine on the table in the magnet bore. Depending on the location of 

the -or and the patient's physicd characteristics, either a quadrature head coil or a 

surface neck coil was utihzed. Each patient had a 21 gause intravenous catheter placed in 

the Iefi antecubital vein. Scout images were obtained based on the findings from either 

physicd exmination of the patient or recent CT films. Both TL and T3, image sets were 

obtained initidly to determine the exact Location of the tumor. For BOLD irnaging two 

sets of T2* images were obtained using gradient echo (dual echo) sequences to obtain 

T F  measurements at echo times of 9 and 27 ms and 18 and 36 ms. A minimum of eight 

slices were obtained to cover the complete tumor and adjacent normal tissues. Following 

this, images for DCE were obtained Eight slices were obtained in the axial plane through 

the Location of the tuxnor and surrounding healthy tissue. The complete block of slices 

was obtained every 12 seconds for a totd of 45 time slices using a rnultiplanar FLASH 

sequence. After the first five time slices, and during continuing irnaging, a bolus of 

Magnevist (gadopentetate dimeglumine, Berlex, Lachine, PQ) was injected through the 
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antecubitai vein at a dose of 0.1 mmoikg body rnass over ten seconds either manuaily or 

using a power injecter. Images were obtained dmhg and after the bolus injection. A set 

of postcontrast TI images were then obtained. 

Post image Processinq 

Images were ûansferred to a Gened Electric Advantage Workstation for mean region of 

interest (ROI) mesures of DCE and BOLD studies, and individud pixel BOLD 

clustenng using the Advantage Workstation image analysis software Functool. An 

independent workstation was used for the individud pixel DCE clustering measurements 

using EvIdent (Event IDENTÎfication software, vS.0, instinite for Biodiagnostics, 

Winnipeg, MB). EvIdent is designed to extract, cluster, and map pixels that follow 

similar function curves across temporal and spatial axes. For the mean region of interest 

(ROI) studies, ROI'S were based on the c l in id  report fiom the CT and MRI as reported 

by the radiologist. ROI'S were selected as: tumor, tumor centre (ara that encompasses 

approximately the central 10% of the t w o r  pixel count on the largest slice), tumor 

penphery (area encompassing the outer 10% of the tumor pixel count on the largest slice). 

tumor invading front (area encompassing the same volume as the tumor periphery ROI 

but specificdly oriented to include only the described leading boundary of the tumor), 

adjacent tissue (volume equal to that of the tumor centre but piaced in nonaffected but 

similar tissue on the ipsilateral side at a minimum of one centimeter frorn the contrast 

determined boundary of the tumor), contnlaterd normal tissue (encornpassing the same 
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volume as the center of the tumor ROI but on the contnlaterd nonflected side), and 

normal muscle (ROI same volume as tumor centre placed in the Ieft splenius capitis). An 

additional ROI was placed over the largest artery immediately adjacent to the anatomy of 

interest. For individuai pixel analyses by EvIdent, three ROI'S were selected to perform 

clustering (across the temporai axis), namely the entire slice volume, a volume including 

the tumor but with a five centimeter boundary of tissue (wherever possible), and a volume 

including the tumor with a one centimeter boundary. Cluster analysis was performed 

without filtration of data. Each ROI undenvent chstering at two leveis; minimum cluster 

number = 3 and initial cluster number=2. and minimum cluster numberS! and initiai 

cluster number=lO, to provide for a coarse and fine cluster amalgamation. Clusten were 

rnapped in coIour onto the anatomical MRI images and the images were stored dong with 

their correspondhg function curves. 

For individuai pixel measurernents of the BOLD MRI images, the entire MRI slice image 

was utilized. The images from each dual echo image set were interleaved and bound 

together using the Advantage software to form a single series with ordered TE ùmes of 9, 

18.27, and 36 msec. Calculation by integration of the maximum dope decrease was then 

performed using Functool. Thresholding of the images was based on the minimum value 

that would encompass the entire aimor boundary. CoIor rnapped images representing 

dope ciifferences were stored as TlFF files. The colour images were converted to 8 bit 

grey scaie maps and the tumor boundary ROI estabtished by overiaying the appropriate 

matornical MRI image. The slice contaïning the maximum tumor voIume was always 
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utilized. Frequency distributions of the -or grey scaie individual pixel images were 

calculated to provide a measure of tumor T2* (BOLD) hererogeneity. 

MRI Parameter Calculations 

Three panmeters were caicuiated h m  the cornpleted DCE curve for each RIO: the input 

funcuon (slope of the initial nse in MRI sipal), the maximum increase in NIRI signal 

(span or amplitude), and the distribution hnction (slope of the post rise component of the 

D E  curve). The relative oxygenation from T2* values were calculated according the 

method of Rasad et al (129), based on the dope of the function From the plot of log- 

intensity versus echo tirne. 

VX-2 Tumors in Rabbits 

Experiments in rabbits were approved by the University of Manitoba Protocol 

Management Review Cornmittee and d l  animais were treated according to the guidelines 

provided under the Canadian Councii on Animai Care- VX-2 tumor cells are transformed 

cells origïnally from a rabbit squamous ceLi carcinoma. These cells produce rapidly 

growing tumors thar produce lyrnph node metastasis in approxirnately 80% of 

implants(L38, 139). These cells cannot be grown in vitro but must be continued through 

in vivo implantation, cell harvesting, and freezing for storage. Original celis were 

obtained from Dr-G-Wolff (Tufis University) and stored at -70C until use. Frozen cells 
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were rapicIly dehsted in warm water and washed and centrÏfuged (1500g) three tirne 

with Hanks buffered saline solution at 4C. Cells were lesuspended in EWMI buffer for 

injection at a concentration of io7 cells per mfiliter. CeiIs were used within 30 minutes 

of preparation. 

Eight rabbits (4.5 kg) were food fasted for a minimum of 12 hours and then anaesthetized 

with isoflurane:02 by inhalation to a light surgical plane of anaesthesia Hair was shaved 

from the lateral aspect of both thighs and the skin plepared with iodine solution and 

dcohol, followed by rinsing with steriIe saline. The turnor ceU suspension (0.5 ml) was 

injected into the Ieft and right femoralis major muscle at a depth of approxirnateIy 1.0 cm 

using a lcc syringe with a 25 gauge needle. The full volume of ce11 suspension was 

deposited in one Location and care was taken to avoid seeding cells dong the injection 

tract. Rabbits then recovered for one h o u  in an incubator with suppIemented oxygen 

before being returned to their cages. Animds were aven free access to water, pelletized 

food, and occasional fresh vegetables. Daily hedth checks were performed on the rabbits 

with particular care @en to pdpation of the laterai thighs for tumor detection. Tumors 

were allowed to grow to a maximum of 28 days or to 5 cm in diameter. If it appeared that 

the tumors were causing pain as detected by change in normal activity or guarding, or if 

gait was senously hmpered, or if the tumors ulcerated through the skin, the rabbits were 

anesthehzed, snidied by MRI, and euthanized. Animals were studied by MRI at days 4 7 ,  

18, and 28 days using both DCE and BOLD techniques. One nbbit was euthanized and 

studied on day 27 as a result of necrosis of overlying skin. 
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M N  examinations in rabbits were performed using the 0.2T Siemens Viva open 

interventional rnagnet at St. Boniface General Hospital Research Centre. For study, 

rabbits were food fasted for 12 hours and then anaesthetized with isoflurane:O,. 

Anaesthesia was maintûined during the MRI imaging procedures. MM BOLD images 

were captured using a dual echo gmdÏent recdi echo sequences at echo times of 14-29, 

43, and 57 ms. Five (4 mm) axial siices were obtained with the middle SI ice centred on 

the bulk of the nimor. DCE studies were accomplished using a single slice FLASH 

sequence every 12 seconds over a ten minute penod. The slice was chosen to concain the 

widest area of turnor based on initiai T1 images- Following the collection of 5 baseline 

images. and during continuing imaging, an intravenous bolus of Magnevist contrat agent 

(gadopentetate dimegiumine, donated by Beriex Canada, Lachine, PQ) (0.1 mrnolkg) 

was injected by hand over a period of 5 seconds. 

Post image processing was accomplished using the Siemens NumerÏs software (v5.8b) 

image anaiysis package. ROI'S for both the DCE and BOLD rabbit studies were limited to 

whole nimor, turnor centre, tumor periphery and normal femoralis muscle. 

Rabbit Histolow 

Rabbits were euthanized by pentobarbitai overdose, and each tumor removed en bloc 

fiom the thigh and fixed in buffered formalin for 24 hours. Following fixation and 
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dehydration, the tumor was blocked in paraffin and 6 pm sections were cut, mounted on 

giass siides, ma stained with H&E for Light microscopy. 

Pie Sentine1 Nodes 

This study was c d e d  out in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animai C m  

,pidelines and was approved by the University of Manitoba Protocol Management and 

Review Cornmittee, Seven fernale swine (40-50 kg) were used in the study. Imaging was 

performed on a Siemens 02T Open Viva system and included both spin echo and FLASH 

2.D sequences in axial and sagittal planes of the head and neck (postenor canthus to the 

suprastemai notch) and the hnd timb (stifle (Iaiee) to the mid-abdomen). An initial 3 pigs 

were anesthetized using a combination of metatomidine and ketiunine and maintained 

with isoflurane. However, metatomidine appeared to cause respiratory depression and the 

remainder of the pigs were anaesthetized using o d y  isofl urane to a tight surgical plane. 

All of the pigs were intubated, had a laterai or median auncular vein catheter placed as 

weil as a urinary catheter. A slow saline infusion was maintained for emergency vascular 

access for sedation of the pigs with diazeparn if required Complete vital signs were taken 

every 20 minutes and EKG and end tidal CO2 rneasured continuously. 
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M e r  obtaining baseline MR images, and during 2 minutes of fluoroscopic mode MR, 03 

mi of CombidexO (donated by Advanced Magnetic Incorporateci, Boston, MA) (either 10 

m g h l  Fe or 0.4 mgml Fe, randomiy assigned) was injected (1.0 cc syrïnge. L.5" 23 

gauge needle) into the lefi or right posterior tongue respectively (irnmediately adjacent to 

the mmdibular third premolar) at a depth of 1 cm and subcutaneously at the right and Ieft 

stifie (knee) over the tibial niberosity. Each pig was imaged at 0,0,5, 1,2,4,6,24, and 48 

hours. Pigs were allowed to recover fmm anaesthesia with full access to water &ter the 6 

hour and 24 hour image collection- 

Pie - Isosdfan Blue Dve Sentine1 Node Confirmation 

During the 48h M N  study, the Locations of each of the identified lyrnph nodes were 

mapped onto the surface of the pig using the MRI patient table laser cross haïr coordinate 

system matched to the distances on the images. Hard copy film images were dso printed 

for each node location. LmmediateIy following the final imaging, the pigs were taken to 

the operating room, and a standardized intraoperative sentinel node detection procedure 

was performed at the sarne Combidex injection Iocations in the tongue and hind Iimb 

using isosulfan dye ( l%, Sigma Chernicd Company, Chicago. IL). The right and left 

sides were completed separately. In the neck, a midline skin incision was made from level 

of the mentalis to the suprastemal notch to permit npid visual detection of the dye tracing 
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and any sentine1 nodes. Two milliliters of isosulfan bIue was injected into the tongue in 

the same locations as contrast and the draining lymph vessels identified and their course 

foI1owed by rapidly dissecting the surrounding tissue in the neck For the lower Iimb, 2 

mL of isosdfan blue was injected subcutaneously at the stifle but skin dissection (patella 

to fernora vein) was completed two minutes Iater to prevent dimiption of any 

subcutaneous Iymphatic vessels. The tmt iymph node(s) dong the dyed draining vesse1 

were noted for brown (USPIO) andor bIue coloration- Sentinel nodes idencified on the 

MR images were compared and matched to those identified by the dye method. Ai1 

identified nodes were dissected, b e d  in buffered formalin, and processed for Light 

microscopy. Six micron sections were cut and stained using the Perl m e h d  for F%O,. 

Fresh nodal tissue was dso processed for evduation by electron micmscopy. 
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For cornparison of continuous numerïc ordinal variables between biIeve1 groups the 

Mann-Whitney U test was used and for cornparison between three or more groups the 

Kruskal-Wailis H test was used. Both of these tests are non-parametnc tests, tfie Iatter 

being equivalent to a non-pararnetric ANOVA. Fishers Exact test was used for two by 

two contingency tables (nOO) without ordered variables, Gamma coefficient for 7x2 

tables with ordered ordinal variables, and 2 for (ru=20). Linear relationships were tested 

by bivariate correlation using the Spearman Coefficient for non-panmetric data.. 

Multicategorical variables were modeled using sets of binary comparisons to prevent bias 

through assump tion of Linkages between the categorical subgroups. S urvival curves were 

anaiyzed using the Kaplan and Meier rnethod with comparisons between survival 

rneasured using the Iog-rank test. Some continuous variables were msfo rmed  to bilevel 

ordinal values for anaiysis by splitting the variables into hi& and low ievels based on the 

median. Cox Regression was used to mode1 Ume-to-event data with malysis of multiple 

covariates as predictor variables. Both Kaplan and Meier and Cox Regression methods 

dlow for censored cases. In al1 statisùcai tests, two-tailed significance was achieved at 

pc0.05. Statistics were computed using SPSS for Window, v.10.0 (Chicago, IL.) 
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Rabbit VX-2 Tumor Models 

AU rabbits injected with VX-2 ceUs developed tumors. Mer approximately 7 days, 

tumors codd be easily pdpated as a discrete s w e h g  in the body of the femor&s muscle. 

MRI imaging codd detect tumor growth as early as four days following injection. Mer 

the three week period, tumors varied m maximum dimension (approximately 3.0 to 5.0 

cm). In one rabbit, s b  necrosis over one himor site occurred at 18 days. At dissection, 

the tumors were not encapdated and were weil integrated into the mmding muscular 

tissue. This was confirmed on microscopie evaluation (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 - VX-2 tutuor in rabbit showing invasion of 
mmdïng  muscle by tumor ceIIs (IOOx). 
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Rabbit Dynamic Contrast Enhanced MF3 

Dynamic Contmt Enhanced @CE) MRI of the VX-2 squamous ce11 carcinoma was 

successfuï~y achieved in the rabbit. The plot for the main body of the turnor demonstrated 

an initid rise in contrast foIIowed by a slower decrease in signal @gre 2.) 

Figure 2 - MR signai intensity mer time 

Rabbit 83 - Tumor centre - leR and rÏght 

Time (sec) 

Right Centre 
-- 

Left Centre 

This function was consistent from the t h e  the tumor was visible on TI weighted MRI 

untii the tumor dernonsîrated obvious central necrosis on MRI images (Figure 3) 

(approximately day 18, or 3 cm in diameter.) 
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Figure 3 - MR image of VX-2 tumor in rabbit thigh showing 
m a s  of necrosis 0 within the nimor body (T). 

Once loss of viable tissue occurred at the turnor centre, the DCE plot reverted to a non- 

enhancing pattern (Figm 4.) 
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Figure 4 - MRI signal intensity over tirne 

Rabbit 80 - tumor centre - left and nght 

' : I l  

Right centre 
- - 

Lefk centre 

Time (sec) 

Plots for the region of interest overlying the developing edge of the tumor consistently 

dernonstrated the bifunctional DCE curve (Figure 5 )  at ail times during tumor growth. 
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Figure 5a - MR ngna irmerrsiry m r  !me 

FÏgure 5d - MR ngnal intansity overnme 

O= 20 
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ROI'S h m  adjacent tissue that appeared nomai on hdEU aiso dernonstrated contrast 

enhancement to vaqhng degrees dthough this varied between mimds and tumors. There 

was no obvious enhancernent of normal fernonlis musde (Figure 6.) 

Fig 6 - Graph of MR signal intensiîy over time 

Normal femoratis muscle 

"1 

Time (sec) 

Centrai portions of the tumor demonstrated a tinear rehtionship of the distribution 

function over time (p<0.04) (Figure 7.) 
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Figure 7- Plot of DCE distribubon slope over time 

Tumor centre (~4.035) 
.OB 

Tirne (d) 

No other trends could be demonstrated A cornplete set of rabbit DCE data plots are 

s h o w  in Appendix A (CD-ROM), 

Rabbit Blood Oxygen LeveI Dependent (BOLD) MRI 

BOLD imaging was successfully implernented in the VX-2 squamous ce11 carcinoma 

rabbit model. As in the DCE study, BOLD values of the ROI of the tumor centre were 

reliable until the tirne that necrosis was obvious on MR images. Relative oxygenatîon 

values remained constant in normal rectus muscle and adjacent normal appearïng tissue, 

while oxygenation in the central portions of the nimors decreased over time (pc0.05) 

(Figure 8.) 
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Figure 8 - Oxygenation of tissue over time 

- 
Normal muscle -- 
Adjacent m u s c l e  

- - - -  
T u m o r  periphefy - -  
Turner cent re  

O 

Time ( c l )  

Comptete data (TZ* slopes) are show in Appendix B (CD-ROM). 

Microvessel Densitv in WNSCC 

CD-34 proved to be reliable irnmunohistologicaI stain and was used for dl measurements 

of microvascularity. There w u  a wide range of vesse1 counts and pementage of the three 

goups of vessels sizes (Tabie L.) 
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Tabie 1 - Descriptive statistics of vesseis count variables 

Variable Minimum 

1 Total number of vessels 

1 Number of vessels 4 5  pn per HPF 

1 Number of vessels 15-25 pm per HPF 

1 Number of vessels >15 p r ~  per HPF 

Percentage of smdl vesseIs 

Percentage of large vessels 

Totd vesse1 count and percentage of medium sized vessels were not related to positive 

node status, node stage, nimor stage or overail staging, recurrence or patient survival- 

Percentage of large vessels (>25 .pn) in a hi$ power field increased with tumor stage 

(pc0.05, Table 2.) 

Table 2 - Percentage of Iarge vessels by tumor stage 
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Stage of Tumor 

1 

Mean S.E. Mean 

30.5 1 3 -2 



Patients with a high percent of smdler vessels (median split) were less tikely to have 

positive nodes at the time of diagosis (pc0.05) (Table 3), while patients with a hi@ 

percent of large vessels were more IikeIy to have positive nodes at the time of diagnosis 

(p<O.O3)(TabIe 4). 

Table 3 - Low and high percent of smaiI vessels by node status at diagnosis 

r 

Smaii Vesse1 % Nega tive Positive 

LOW 8 9 

Table 4 - Low and high percent of large vessels by node stahis at diagnosis 

Higher large vesse1 percentage was also associated with increasing overdl tumor stage 

(pc0.05 Table 5). 

Negative 

LOW 10 

HIGEI 7 
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Positive 

6 

8 



Table 5 - Low and hi& percent of large vesses by tumor stage 

LOW 

Patients with high percent of smdl vessels in their nimors had a longer time to recurrence 

(4.7 p venus 1.0 years, pcû.002, Figure 9) and an increased overai1 survivai (90 months 

versus 12 months, pc0.00 I, Figure 10)- 

Figure 9 - Recurrence by %srnaIl vesselç 

Time to recurrence (y) 

Small vessel ( O h )  - 
a lligh 

High (censored) 
- - - -  

Low 

+ Low (censored) 
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Figure 10 - Death f'mm original disease 

by %srnaIl vessels 

% Small Vessels 
- 

0 Iligh 

Time to death (months) 

There was no difference in s u M v d  in patients who had positive nodes at the time of 

presentation compared to node negative patients. Cox-regression testing demonsated 

that the percent of smdl vessels (high-low based on median) was an independent (and the 

ody) predictor of patient survivd. Complete data for vesse1 counts can be found in 

Appendix C (CD-ROM). 

Dvnamic Contrast Enhanced DCE) MRI in patients with HNSCC bv ROI Average 

DCE was successfully completed in 12 of the 13 patients that completed MRL The single 

case of unsuccessful MRI was caused by an incomplete injection of contrast agent due to 
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leakage at the comection between the power injector and the antecubital intravenous Line. 

In the remainder of patients, al1 DCE examinations results in temporal plots that followed 

the expected two phase curve II.) 

figure l? - Dynamic contrast enhanced MRl 

Example - patient Sû4 tumor 

1 6 t 16 2.r 26 31 38 4.f 

Temporal slice numDer 

There were pphical difierences between DCE curves for each patient, and for each area 

of the tumor, normal tissue, and blood vesse1 for a single patient. Tumor ROI's had larger 

input hnction dopes, larger total contrast enhancement, and larger negative distribution 

function slopes (pc0.05) than ROI's in normal adjacent tissue, contralaterd normd tissue, 

and nomai muscle (TabIe 6). 
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Table 6 - DCE factors by h e  location 

Location Input Fnnetion 

(sec") 

( M e & . )  

Tumor 

Adjacent Normal 

There was no difference in input hnction dope, total contnst enhancement, or 

S P ~  

(MR Units) 

(M@X.) 

Contraictteral Normal 

distribution function slopes between the ROI'S in tumor, turnor centre. or tumor invasive 

front. Total increase of enhancement iineady related to the turnor size (pc0.028, Figure 

12) 

Distribution 

Function (secec') 

( M e d X . )  

OS8 -c0.53 

0-22 t 0-10 
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Figure 'l2 - Span of MR intensity change by 

turnor maximum diameter 

Tumor size (maximum diameter cm) 
The 

t 

dis 

tribution function of the turnor ROI was correlated with the number of large vessels ( 9 5  

pn) per HPF (p<0.05, Figure 13). There was no relationships between the DCE input 

funcûon and nodal status, tumor stage, or vesse1 count parameters. Complete data c m  be 

found in Appendix D (CD-ROM). 
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Figure 'l3 - DCE DistribuDon function 

versus number of vessels >25 urn 

Number of vessels >25um per HPF 

Dvnamic Contrast Enhanced (DCE) MRI in ~atients with HNSCC bv fixel Analysis 

EvIdent clustering demonsrnted that each of the tumors had numerous sub-populations of 

pixels that could be clustered by the shape of the DCE curve specific to rhat sub- 

population. nie  individuai clusters couid then be mapped ont0 the anatornic MRI images. 

Figure 14 shows a set of pixel clusters for patient S04  with their corresponding DCE 

curves. 
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Figure 14 - Exampie of EvIdent clostering analysis of Patient S04 

Each patient's tumor demonstrated varying numbers of and shapes of clustered DCE 

curves. DCE curves varied widely in their input fiuiction slopes, total intensity change, 

and distriiution function slopes. In many patients, s p e d c  pixel sub-populations 

identified specific anatomical features of the himor, for example a r i m  of enhancement 

(Figure 19 ,  main himor body (Figure 16), or presumed healthy tissue sunounding the 

trmior (Figure 17). In other cases, the clusters were limited to small fields interna1 to the 

tumor itself (Figure 18.) No statisticd analysis was performed on these resuits because of 

the wide inter- and intra-patient variab*@ The complete set of EvIdent anaiyzed MRI 
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DCE images are fomd in Appendlx E (CD-ROM)- 

Figure 15 - CIuster analysk of patient 
SOS showing tumor rim. 

Bigure 16 - CIuster anaiysis of patient 
SOS showing main tumor body. 

Figure 17 - Cluster d y s i s  of patient 
S02 showing normal tissue 

Figure 18 - Cluster andysk ofpatient 
S M  showing mûatumor clusters. 
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Blood Oxvgen Levei Dependent (BOLD) MR Imaoine by ROI Average 

BOLD analysis was successfully completed in L I of the 13 patients undergoing MRI. 

Two of the patients undergoing MRI for ciinicai purposes did not have BOLD analysis 

due to examination time constraints. The BOLD maiysis data for one patient was lost due 

to corruption of the magneto-optical storage disk. Tissue relative oxygenation Ievels 

varied between patients for ail tissues ROI'S; values for the tumor are shown in Figure 19. 

For any one patient (Fi~gu~ ?O), oxygenation levels ais0 varied between tissue types. The 

complete data set for BOLD values c m  be found in Appendix F. 

Figure 19 - TT slopeç of turnor ROI 

for five individual patients 
20 '1 

g.00 18.013 

MR echo time (ms) 
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Figure 20 - T2' slopes of for patient SU4 

by location of ROI 

Normal muscle 

2.6 a 
Contralateral nom; 

\ - - - -  
1-4 a Adjacent to turnor 

Tumor centre 

1 2  i 
lmading front 

R I . .  

1 -0 Tumor average ROI  
= m * 

Q Q U  18.00 27.00 38.00 

MR sequence echo time (ms) 

Slope of the T F  lines for the ROI representing the average relative tumor oxygenation 

were correlated with turnor size (pcû.02, Figure 21) where the largest tumors 

demonstrated the highest oxygenation, but dopes were not correlated with ovedl stage. 
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Figure 21 - Slope of T2r by bmor size 

Maximum diameter of turnor (cm) 

The intercept of the T2* plots did not correlate with any patient or tumor panmeten. 

Patient hematocrit d u e s  (at time of presentation) were inversely correlated with stage 

(p<0.002) and tumor size (pc0.03.) Lower hernatoait values were also seen in patients 

with positive nodes (~4.05). 
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Blood Oxvoen kve1  Dependent (BOLD) MR hao ino  bv Pixel Analvsis 

Pute1 andysis based on the integral of negative enhancement identified two groups of 

patients, those with tumors that had reiativeiy consistent T2* values (oxygenation) 

(narrow distributions) (Fïaoure 22) and those with tumors that had many differing T2* 

values within the tumor (wide distribution)(F~~oure 23.) Anaiysis of the data based on 

narrow versus wide distributions of T2* vvalues within the tumor ROI demonstrated that 

wider distributions were associated with lower T2* slopes (p4.01) (increased 

oxygenation), higher DCE input function (log hncùon. pd.02)), and decreased serum 

Hgb and Hct levels (pcû-0 l)(Table 7.) Wide T2* distributions were associated with 

positive nodes (pd.0 1 )( Table 8) and tumor stage (pcO.0 l)(Table 9). A complete set of 

BOLD disuibution photognphs and plots c m  be found in Appendix G. 

Figure 22 - Distribution of T2* slopes Figure 23 - Distribution of T2* slopes by 
by pixel (Patient SOL 1) pixel (Patient S02) 
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Table 7 - n* distribution (narrowfwide} versas T2* dope (oxygenation), 

log DCE input fitnction, serum hernoglobin, serum hematocrit 

T2* 

Distribution 

Senun Hgb 

m%L 
(Mead3E.) 

T2* dope 

(ud 
(MeaniSX.) 

S e m  Hct 

(Me&&.) 

Input 

Function 

(iog-sec-') 

(M&.E*) 

Wide 

Table 8 - Narrow and wide T2* distribution by node status at diagnosis 

Table 9 - Narrow and wide T2* distribution by tumor stage 

NARROW 

W m E  

Large Vesse1 % 1 
I LOW 

Negative 

4 

2 
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Sample T2* distriTbution on MR are shown in Figures 24a @uÏde distriLbution) and 24b 

(narrow distriTbution) 

Figure 24a - Wide &tFibdtion of T2* values 



Interstitiai injection of Combidex resulted in Loss of signal in regionai nodes at either dose 

Ievel, however, more nodes were detected using the higher dose (Table 10.) The Iower 

Combidex dose detected neck nodes in the juguio-omohyoid and jugulo-digastnc areas. 

The higher Cornbidex dose dso detected more distai nodes in the spinai accessory and 

superficial cervical chahs. In the interstitial injections of the stifle, both Combidex doses 

detected superficial and deep inguinai nodes. 

Table IO - Number of nodes visualized 

Individual nodes and their anatomicai location were easily identified on MR images, 

Combidex 

Dose 

10 m g / d  (n=10) 

10 m g h i  (n=10) 

0.4 rnglml (n=4) 

0.4 mg id  (n=4) 

regardess of dose (see examples, Fi,- 25). 
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Injection 

Lacation 

Tongue 

Stifle 

Tongue 

S tifle 

Total Nodes 

Visuaiized 

35 

15 

8 

4 



Figure 25 - MRI images of pig sentine1 node identification. A) pre-contrat, 
sagittal image, B) post contrat. sagittal image, C) post conhast, axial image, 
D) post contrast, axial image. White circles indicate sentine1 node(s). 
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Sipal  intensity decreased over time m dl noda[ locations, indicating continued 

incorporation of Combidex into the nodes. Nodal slice area correspondingiy increased 

over time refiecting the susceptibfity artifact resdting frorn local coUechon of Cornbidex 

(Fiboure 26J 

MRI signal intensity and node area 

Time (hours) 

Figure 26 - MRI signai intensity md node image area by time. 

Sentinel nodes were identified as the fint node(s) to show susceptibility artifact (signal 

loss) on MR. At the hi@ dose for the stifle injection, 1 sentine1 node was identified in 

each of the IO nodal drainage areas injected whereas in the tongue, 13 sentinel nodes 

were identified over the 10 neck drainage areas. AN of these nodes were mapped as 

sentinel nodes using the isosuifan blue dye method At the high dose in the tongue, two 
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additionai sentine1 nodes were identified by MRI mat were not sunilarly identified by the 

isosulfan method In the 4 stifle drainage area of pigs receiving the lower dose of 

Combidex, 4 nodes were detected in total, of which 3 were identified as sentine1 nodes by 

both MRI and isosuifan bhe. In the lymph drainage regions of the tongue in lower dose 

mimals, LO nodes were detected by MRI, 6 of which were identified as sentine1 nodes by 

both methods. There were two additionai nodes in the neck identified by MRI as sentine1 

nodes but not by the isosulfan method. A cornparison of actual slice diameter of nodes 

(125-240 mm') compmd to the MRI measured slice diameters demonstrated that MM 

imaging with the hi@ dose of Combidex overeshated nodal tize (260d70 mm') while 

imagïng with the lower dose produced a smaiier node diameter (1 17r76 mm'.) See 

Figures 77 and 28 for photographs of the dye SNB and Combidex SNB results in vivo. 

Complete sentinel node data c m  be found in Appendix H. 
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Figure 27 - In vivo photographs dtnmg sentine1 node -&es 
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Figure 28- Photograph of experimentd and control nodes iiz wivo (0.4 mg/d contrast 
at t = 30 minutes.) 
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Discussion 

The goal of the present study was to determine whether magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) has the ability to provide information that could have predictive utility in the 

determination of tumor treatment and patient proposis. The three specific lines of 

investigation were: 1) dynamic contrast enhanced ( D E )  MRI as a measure of tumor 

microvascuIarity, 2) blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) MRI as a measure of tumor 

oxygenation, and 3) die novel use of an investi~ationd ultrasmail paaiculate iron oxide 

(USPIO) contrast agent for the preoperative detection of sentine1 nodes. 

Under the conditions in this experhent, the VX-2 tumors demonstmted very npid 

gowth in accordance with the report by Cochran, et al (140). Each of the tumors 

deveIoped one or more area of centrai necrosis. Tumor necrosis cm be a result of 

destruction of tumor cells by kilIer lymphocytes, through tumor necrosis factor excreted 

by triggered monocytes/macrophages, or &oom celi hypoxia. Hypoxia, in fast growing 

tumors, can be a result of the tumor outgrowing its blood supply through inadequate 

angiogenesis or excessive ce11 metabolisrn (141). 
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Rabbit DCE studv 

The DCE plots in the present study are consistent with those obtained from other clinicai 

and experknentai models (99,142,143). The DCE curve had three components, each of 

which represented a different kinetic Eünction (97,98). The initiai nse component 

represents the time when the contmt agent is at its v a t e s t  concentration difference 

between intravascular and extravascular components, and its slope is representative of the 

rate of transfer between these two components, with contrast in the capiIlaries and 

extracellular space providing the increased MRI signai. The amplitude of the intensity 

change is indicative of the fraction of extracellular volume in the tissue. The final phase, 

known as the distribution or wash-out phase, results from loss of c o n m t  through 

equilibration of the contnst to the vascular component as rend excretion proceeds and 

through Lymphatic drainage. The varïabitity in the shape of the cuve reflects the varying 

arnounts that each function play in the overall DCE procesr 

[n the present study, the rabbit VX-2 tumon the developed central necrosis likely a result 

of the loss vascular supply as demonstrated by a Iack of contrast agent uptake in these 

areas. In the proliferating turnor edge, vascular supply remained good and the contrat 

agent was available for transfer into the extravascular space. 

The slope of the uptake function in the rabbit VX-2 tumors was exmmely hi$, partly as 

a function of the small overall vascular volume. Since the temporal resolution of the 
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sequences used was limited to 12 seconds or approximately 3040% of the time required 

for complete uptake, the siope values may not be reliable. To increase the temporal 

resolution, a magnet of higher field strenath with inherentty increased signai to noise ratio 

would be required The ampliade and the slope of the distribution hnction were more 

reliable rneasures in this anirnd model. 

Normal muscle typically demonstrates [ide or no contrast enhancement so diat the 

increased enhancement demonstrated in muscle tissue immediateiy surrounding the non- 

encapsulated tumor iikely reflected the insidious inftltration of tumor cells into the 

adjacent area (see Figure L.) The increase in the distribution slope (kom a negative to 

positive value) of the tumor ROI over hme indicated that the contrat agent was Iess able 

to leave the extracelIular space resdting in pooling of the contrast. This could have been 

due to either p a t i y  increased tumor ce11 population compared to available vessels for 

reuptake andor decreased Iymphatic uptake. The relative contributions for either process 

could not be exuacted mathematicaiLy fiom the DCE curves in the rabbits. This would 

require reliable measures of input function as well monitoring intravascular contrÿst agent 

Ioss over tirne and obtaining this data would have required a higher field strength magnet. 

Blood Oxygen Level Dependent MRI in Rabbit VX-2 Mode1 

There have been no previously published reports of the use of BOLD MRI to measure 

relative tumor oxygenation. In the present VX-2 t u o r  model study, the relative 
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oxygenation levels in the proliferating tumor boundary were maintained over time- This 

was Iikely the result of tlrmor cens invadnig weiI oxygenated adjacent muscle and 

obtaining adequate oxygenation by diffusion Iargely from pre-existing vessels. The 

extremely rapid tumor expansion rate would have reduced the chances of developing of a 

well established Rimer vascular supply. The internai areas of the tumor demonstrated 

reduced oxygenation very early refiecting an oveaaxing of the avaiIabIe blood suppIy- 

The unique observatÏon from the present study of simultaneous changes in the DCE 

distribution hinction (a reflection of vascular supply) and the decreases in oxygenation 

susgests that the tumor ce11 mass was outgrowing the local blood supply. This would 

resuIt in hypoxia and ultimately cell death, as observed in the necrotic areas filled with 

sanguïnous Buid and ce11 debns. VX-2 tumon show rernarkable growth over a three week 

perÏod which is a function of a short ceil doubling time (approximately 1Sd) (140). The 

mathematical mode1 of hypoxia and necrosis sugested by Maseide and Rofstad ( l41), 

based on the Lifetime of hypoxic cells and their doubling time, fits well with observations 

in the VX-2 tumor model. 

Microvascular Densitv in Archived HNSCC Tissue 

CD-34 reacts with a transmembrane glycoprotein found on hematopoietic stem ceil and 

endothelid ceils and has been used to detemiine microvessei density. It is thought that 

CD-34 might play a role in intercellular adhesion (144). Although microvascular densi ty 

has been studied by many investigators as a predictive marker for HNSCC patient 
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sumival and for tumor recurrence(19,43-46), microvascuiar density has not been shown 

to be related to the finding of nodal metastases (19. I45L48) or tmor  histological 

progression (149-151). As indicated by Moriyama (19). the use of a single propostic 

factor must be tempered with the fact that in aiI pubiished studies there were patients with 

[OW microvessel counts a d o r  low angiogenïc markers that had poor survivai. positive 

nodes, and highly dysplastic nodes. 

Neither the Weidner nor the International Consensus methods for calculatinj microvesse1 

density (27;47) have made any attempt to norrnaiize the microvascular density to 

compensate for tumor heterogeneity nor has there been any attempt to consider vessel 

size, As in the present study, most of the HNSCC studies of microvascular density have 

relied maidy on archived tissue specïmens obtained at the time of surgical resection. It 

bas not been demonstrated that tissue obtained at biopsy in these patients would have 

provided equivalent mesures of microvessel density in cornparison to surgicd 

spetimens, especially given the heterogeneity of many tumors and their blood supply. 

Without this vaIidation, the use of microvessel density mesurement must be restncted to 

providing information only after the primary treaünent regimen has been set and it could 

not be used as a predictor of prognosis in patients undergoing primary radiation or 

chemotherapy matment (149.) 

There are no studies indicating the use of vessel size measurements to better define the 

microvessel density parameter. The microvascuIature is important to continued tumor 
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p w t h  since tumors with a diameter p a t e r  than approximately 3 mm cannot reIy on 

simple peripherai diffusion of nuh-ients and oxygen. In the present study, there were an 

increasing number of larger microvessels (>25 p) per hi& power field W F )  as -or 

diameter increased and these Iarger vessels ais0 represented an increasing percentage of 

the total population of vessels. Larger tumors require enhanced nutrient supply. The 

increasing vessel site rnay amply indicate increased vascular oganization within the 

tumor over tirne. with arterioles acting as a feeding network to the smaIIer capillaries. 

Srndler m o r s  may be able to rely on the lower Row capiIlary network alone. 

A possible explanation for the relationship between the absolute number of, and percent 

distribution of Iarge vessels in the tumon and the development of lymphatic metastasis 

shown in the present study is less c l e x  Despite the significant role of the lymphatic 

system in the propagation of metastasis in HNSCC and breast tumors, over the past ten 

yean, there have been over 3000 publications relating to angiogenesis and tumors while 

there have only been 9 relating to lymphangiogenesis and tumon. What authon refer to 

as angiogenesis is perhaps more correctly called hemangiogenesis. Witte and coworkers 

have wntten an excellent review on the concept of lymphangiogenesis (153). 

Lyrnphangiogenesis is an active process as demonstrated in an experiment by Paavonen et 

a1 (154), where new Iymphatic vessels were demonstrated to sprout fiom existing 

lymphatic vessels in wound edges. In the normal situation however, lymphatic 

endotheliurn, Iïke vascular endothelium, is, from a nomai protiferative turnover point of 

view, relatively inactive (153). Witte's crÎticism of the microvascular density work is that 
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Little has been done to correlate blood flow with blood vesse1 density and tumor 

characteristics. In tumors such as Kaposi's sarcorna, blood fiow stasis has been 

demonstlated (153). Combined with the fact ihat up to very recently it has oot been 

possible to positively identib and separate blood from lymphatic vessels how then can it 

be imptied that hemoangiogenesis specificalfy is the prognosticaily valid variable? 

Structurally, the lymphatic vessel's lack of a basement membrane and their porous nature 

wouid provide a prime location for invasion by the metastatic Fraction of tumor cells. 

Perhaps a better predictor of nodal metastasis in HNSCC would be lymphatic vesse1 

microdensity. Witte indicated that advances in MRI might be able to elucidate blood and 

Iymphatic fIow in tumors (153)- While members of the vascular endothelid growth factor 

(VEGF) family ;ire released during penods of hypoxia, only VEGF-3 receptors are 

restrïcted to Iymphatic endothebum. VEGF-3 expression is not increased during hyporia 

(155) but is ~ i ~ f i c a n t l y  enhanced in vascular tumors (156, 157). It is unclear whether the 

lymphatic vessels seen on microscopic section of tumors are newly formed or pre-exiting 

vessels that were simply incorporated into the tumor as it grows. Paavoenen and 

coworkers (154) very recently demonstrated new lymphatic vessels sprouting from pre- 

existing lymphatic vessels in tissue edges in incisional skin wounds in pigs and in chronic 

granulomatous tissue in humans. in both cases, the vessels stained for VEGF-3 receptors. 

Increased hemoangiogenesis in a tumor impkies the necessity for additionai lymphatics to 

drain fluid, protein, and lymphoid cells that exit the blood capiilary network into the 

tumof s inteatitiai space. Increased interstitial pressure may well be a trigger for 

Iyrnphangiogenesis. This has not been investigated De Waal and coworkers (158) 
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determined that in both horizontal and vascdar p w t h  phase meIanomas. there was no 

ciifference in the number of Iyrnphatic vessels in cornparison to nomiil adjacent tissue. 

They did not specifically stain for lymphatic vessels but used a doubIe stain to identify 

blood vessels. In the deepest tumors, it appeared that the lyrnphatic vessels were 

compressed by the gowing tumor. 

In the present study, it is possible that Iymphatic vessels represented a higher proportion 

of the stained larger vessels than of the smder capillaries. Whether these are pre-existing 

or newly fonned vessels is unclear hom the microvascular density and vessel diameter 

measurements. Since both the size of tumor and the nodal status related to the percent of 

large vessels in a given mer are% it is not surprising that tumor stage is similarly related 

since the latter is comprised of factors taken from turnor size, nodal status, and 

occurrence of distant metastases. None of the patients had distant metastasis at the time of 

diagnosis or treatment. 

The finding that the increased smaii vessel size distribution was an independent predictor 

of inmased patient sunrival and decreased probability of tumor recurrence has not been 

previously docurnented. A recent study using color Doppler measurements of cervical 

node metastasis in advanced HNSCC demonstrated that increased color pixel density (a 

rneasure of blood flow) was a predictor of reduced survivd in patients treated with 

radiotherapy (87). Color Doppler is unable to mesure capillary Bow, so the pixel density 

related to larger vessel size (87). This is in agreement with the data kom the present 
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study. A second report using CT contrast injection to measure turnor capiilary perfusion 

failed to demonstrate a correlation with s u ~ v a l ( 1  IO), which would corroborate Witte's 

(153) concern over the distinction between increased vesse1 number versus vessel 

pemision. In the current study, the increased sumival of patients with increased small 

vesse1 distribution might have dso be  reiated to differing tumor ceil physiolo~y between 

patients, with some tumor cells types trigering widespread capiiiary production and 

others promoting enlargement of pre-existing blood vesseis, as a response to hypoxia 

(159). Such a factor mi@ simuItaneousiy influence himor ceil aggressiveness or 

metastasis. The neovascdarization of the nimor by capillary growth rnay also be 

indicative of relatively consistent changes in oxygenation during tumor growth whereas 

areas containing a higher percentage of large vessels rnay have been exposed to acute 

penods of increased hypoxia requinng not just increased capillary coverage but also 

higher blood flow rates that could oniy be achieved with Iarger vessels. To date, no 

studies have studied how the process of angiogenesis affects changes in vessel size which 

would be useful as a correlate to of oxygenation and blood 80w. 

Dvnamic C o n w t  Enhanced (DCE) MR in Patients 

Increased contrast uptake by a tumor in cornparison to normal tissue viewed by either CT 

or MRI has been known for many years, and is the basis for the expression 'contrast 

enhancing Iesion' that is commonly reported by radiologist. While a goss measure of 

enhancement is useful for defining tumor boundaries and, in some cases, Fuigerprinting of 
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a spetific tumor type, the cdcdation of the functions of DCE enhancement has provided 

additionai physiologic information about twnors as demonstrated by mmy other groups 

(99,100) although never in HNSCC. Unlike the rabbit VX-2 tumor model, the SCC 

tumors in patients demonstrated more consistent DCE functions in the ROI'S from tumor 

center and penphery. No hmk necrosis was seen in any of the patient tumors. There was 

suffiCient temporal resolution to reliabiy measure the input or transfer function (intra- to 

extravascuiar) of the DCE curves. The span or total increase in contrast intensity 

theoreticaily relates to the distribution vdume or physiologic space for diffusion and in 

this group of patients it was statically correlated with tumor size. The distribution 

function (the last phase of the DCE curve) relates to the Loss of contrast through renal 

elimination coupIed with extracelluiar to intravascular concentration gradient and 

Iymphatic drainage. Ji the present study the elimination function was significantly 

increased in patients with a greater number of large blood vessels in the tumor. nie 

Limiting factor in loss of contrast by rend excretion is Likely not turnor vascular flow 

(since d l  patients had very high input functions) but rather renal elimination of the 

contrast agent. It would be expected that rend elimination would be relatively consistent 

(or randorniy distributed) arnong these patients although specific renal function tests were 

not performed If this assumption is valid then it would foiiow that the increase in the 

distribution function seen in these patients was related to increased lymphatic drainage. It 

would also imply that the larger vessels seen in larger tumors were related to increased 

lymphatic drainage or were lymphatic vessels. Given that the present study has also 

demonstrated that increased number of large vessels are related to positive node status, it 
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is pIausibIe that the avaiIability of more lymphatic vessefs provided increased locations 

for metastatic ceil popuIations to inNtrate. 

DCE bv Pixel Andvsis 

Spatial resolution of MX images is a function of the field of view (FOV) and the matrix 

size, or the number of pixels in the two axis of the image. Since s i p d  strength decreases 

wirh the FOV, the preference for increasing spatial resolution is limited in pnctice by 

increasing noise. Partiai volume averaging is an effect seen in MRI that relates to spatial 

resolution. Partial volume effects result when more that one type of tissue is contained 

within any aven location or pixel in the image. The value for the signal intensity in that 

pixel represents the intensities fiom the d i f f e ~ g  tissues. In typical DCE MR imaging, 

regÏons of interest (ROI'S) on the image are selected based on anatomicd criteria such as 

the nimor geomenic centre. However, From a physiologicd viewpoint, defining 

boundaries in this manner may be Iess appropriate. For example, a tumor may develop a 

larger blood vesse1 in a particuIar area, but when the ROI of the region is chosen. the 

DCE parameters from the vesse1 ;ile averaged into those of the surrounding area. This can 

result in 'softening' of the mathemathl functions. Hawighorst et ai (109) and others 

(107) have mapped the pixel values for each of the DCE components ont0 anatomical 

maps. Mathematicaily, DCE factors can be interdependent and it would be advantageous 

to describe the complete DCE functiond curve at any pixel. Mathematical exaction of 

individual DCE curves from these average hnctions has recentiy been suggested to be 
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theoreticaüy possible (160), but no c k c d  application has been atternpted In this present 

study clustenng of Like pixels based on the compIete DCE function was accomplished 

using EvIdent software that performs berarchicai fimction clustenng on ternporally 

resolved M R  images. The software was originally designed b r  use with hnctional MRI 

(lW3.I) mapping. Quantitative cornparison and statistical anaiysis was not pexfomed due 

to the wide variation of cluster mapping between patients. However, clustering analyses 

demonstrated that there were differences in DCE hnction curves between individual 

tumor pixels in any given tumor and that the pixels demonstrated clustenng, indicating 

that there are large subsets of physiologically similar areas (based on DCE functiondi ty) 

within the whole nimor. These subset areas may represent important markers of tumor 

behaviour (such as inmased blood or lymphatic flow), but further study with increased 

patient nurnbers and more defined mathematicaily modeling will be required. 

If predictive physioIo@cal panmeters of tumors cm be diable measured using MM, the 

technique would have many clinicai advantages: 1) essentidy non-invasive (except for 

the injection of contrast), 2) could be performed in the pre-treatment period, 3) could be 

repeated as tumor matment progresses in radiotherapy and chernotherapy, and 4) 

provides a complete three dimensional physiologicdiy based map of the tumor. 

Blood Oxvgen Level De~endent IBOLD) M R  by ROI Averaee 

Tumor oxygenation has been reported to be an important factor in predicting the natural 
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behaviour of tumors and in defining their therapy (1 1 L-l QI6 1). Tumor oxygenation is 

reIated to the adequacy of the bIood supply and to tumor oxygen requirements (141)- One 

of the main triggers for angiogenetis is hypoxia (159), so that as tumors p w  and ce11 

clusters become less weEl oxygenated as they move away h m  any preexisting blood 

vesse1 (162)' a signal to fonn new vessels is produced (25,26).  In the present study, 

BOLD ME2 imaging of relative oxygenation ievels demonstrated a wide range of tumor 

oxygenation between patients as would be expected since each tumor has its own 

metabolic requirements and blood (oxygen) supply. Oxygenation as a function of tumor 

size has not be previousiy measured but was demonstrated in this study. The p a t e r  

number of large vessels seen in Iarger nimors combined with increased oxygenation 

would indicate that these Iarger vessels may provide increased oxygen supply to the 

tumor ceUs through increased perfusion- Nthough capillaxïes (diameters of c1Opm) are 

often thought to be the main source for oxygen diffusion to cells, Swain and Pittman 

(163) demonstrated that over 60% of oxygen diffusion occurs in the merioies (20-60p) 

with the remainder occming in capillaries- This corresponds well to the present study 

that showed increased oxygenation in Iarger tumors with high nunibers of larger vessels 

(arterides) concurrent with a relativeIy constant nurnber of smaller vessels or capillaries. 

Another factor that must be considered in the discussion of oxygenation in tumors is the 

ability of the patient's blood to carry oxygen. HernatocrÏt or packed ce11 volume (PCV) is 

a measure of the concentration of red blood cells in the blood, while hemoglobin (Hgb) 
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concentration is an indication ofeach erythrocyte's ability to carry oxygen- Depending on 

the specific cause, anemia, or the demase of oxygen-canying capatity by the biood, may 

present with various combinations of PVC and Hgb values- In patients with malipancy, 

anemia is often related to occuit bleeding or poor nutritional status from anorexia In 

patients with HNSCC decreased food intake rnay be related to pain or mechanical 

difficulties with chewing or swaüowing. Cachexia, or wasting syndrome, is a relatively 

common occurrence in malignancy. Reduced hemogiobin has been demonsnated (164- 

L66). Severely anemic patients @gb cl I gdL) with HNSCC and those who continue to 

smoke have s h o w  decreased tumor oxygenation using the polaropphy method (167). in 

the present study, advanced tumor stase was related to decreased PCV and Hgb. Despite 

the fact that patients with the lasest tumors had the lowest blood oxygen c-ng 

capacities, their tuinors showed the highest relative oxygenation Ievels. This was likely 

due to increased nimor blood ff ow through the Iarger vesseis found in the Iarger tumors. 

BOLD MR Ima~ncr bv Pixel Andvsis 

Measurements of oxygen tension in tumors and their metastases have been reported and 

up until recentiy, polarographic electmde techniques were employed (1 M,l6 L,l68,169). 

In this technique, a srnali diameter (18 gauge), precalibrated electrode is introduced into 

the tissue and a senes of oxygen tension measurements are made as the electrode is 

slowly moved dong a tract. Multiple tracts are measured and the data is combined into 

histograms of oxygen tension values. Studies in patients with HNSCC have demonstrated 
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a correlation between mcreased mer hypoxia and poorer outcorne (1 14'16 1,168,169). 

Dietz and coworkers (170) have aIso show that tumor oxygenation changes during the 

first week of radiation therapy and Lyng and associates have confmed this (170,171) . 

Determining oxygen tension with the polarogmphic technique tirnits the merisurement to 

essentidly one dimension, since only a Iimited number of tracts cm be examined, This 

resuits in wide variances in oxygenation measurements and increases the uncertainty of 

using an individual patient's data as a direct predictor of that patient's prognosis ( 170). 

Given the heterogeneity of tumors, it wodd appear advantageous to be able to obtain at 

least a two dimensionai picture (and ideally a three dimensional picture) of oxygen 

tension to make this measurement a more diable predictor of turnor properties. Although 

histoIogicai markers of tumor oxygenation have been developed, the techniques are 

obviously invasive and would be subject to tumor heterogeneity and therefore biopsy 

bis- if surgicai specimens are used to reduce this bias and increase three dimensionai 

measurements, knowledge about the turnor cannot be obtained untiI after primary surgcd 

treatment is initiated. Obviously this would prevent use of the technique for monitoring 

progression of ndiotherapy or chemothenpy treatment Magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

has recently been shown to corrdate lactate Ievels (in human tumors) and water 

resonance (in rats) with turnor and metastasis oxygenation measured by polarographic 

methods(172-174). This present investigation is the fmt report of the use of BOLD 

imaging to study -or oxygenation in humans. MR methods have a number of 

advantages inciuding being non-invasive and ailowing rneasurements in three 
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dimensions. -el anaiysis of the relative oxygenation of the nimors in the current study 

demonstrated that tumors have varying degrees of relative oxygenation distribution, and 

that wide distributions related to the finding of positive nodes and to tumor stage- These 

data support the previous observations of oxygenation heterogeneity made by 

polarognphy (1 14,16 L, 168,169). Wide distribution of relative oxygenation levels ais0 

correlated with the DCE parameter that rdects increased blood 80w (increased input 

fiinction), and, moreover, related to this increased fl ow is that these tumors also have the 

highest overall relative oxygen saturation levels. Wider distribution of oxygenation values 

implies that there are areas within the tumor with varyïng metabolic requirements or with 

varying biood supplies or both. Tumor ce11 metabolisrn was not measured but the wider 

distributions were associated with higher percentage of larger vessels. This wouid follow 

fiom the previously noted observation that arteriotes are the site for si=~fÏcant oxygen 

difision, and their localization may be represented by the hot-spots of oxygenation noted 

on the T3* pixel mps. 

Tumor oxygenation is an important factor in the treatment of himors by chemotherapy 

and radiation therapy. Chemotherapeutic agents have been classified by their dative 

cytotoxicities to ceUs that are hypoxîc or well oxygenated (175). It may be important to 

use tumor oxygen saturation measurernent as a means to optimize the selection of 

chemothenpy agents. It has been h o w  for many years that tumor ce11 killing by 

radiotherapy is a function of tumor oxygenation (162). It is now understood that this 

cytotoxicity is based on the production of toxic atomic species including free oxygen 
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radicds that in ttm affect a variety of ceil pathways or nucleic acid structure. Recent 

snidies have confirmed that head and neck tumors that have a Iower hypoxic fnction may 

respond better to radiotherapy and have better ovenll outcorne( l12,l M,I6 1,168). In a 

preliminary study by GiatromanoIaki and coworkers (176), the success of marnent of 

HNSCC by chemotherapy was also related to tumor vascuiarizaùon. A sntdy in patients 

with c e ~ c a l  cancer demonstrated that tumor hypoxia can dso be a predictor of 

metastases (1 13). More recent work has been iümed at increased turnor oxygenation 

during radiotherapy either phmacoto@caUy (using nicotinamide) or by having the 

patient breathe carbogen (95% O-% CO3 (93,177- 179). Initial results look promising 

with an increase in Ioco-regional control. BOLD MRI would be an ideai means of 

investigating tumor oxygenation both before and durÏng treatrnent by chemotherapy or 

radiation therapy, and since BOLD reiies on inherent tissue contrast, studies could be 

repeated frequentiy as treatment progresses. 

The major drawback to BOLD MR imaging is that at present it provides oniy a relative 

measure of oxygen saturation in the turnor as represented by the conversion of 

hemogiobin to deoxyhemogiobin. Over the past year, a nurnber of biocompatible fibre 

optic microprobe oxygenation measurement systerns have appeared on the marketplace 

(Compte GmbH, Hanover, and OceanOptics, Duiven, The Netheriands.) These systems 

are compatible with MR instrumentation since there are no electricd or metallic 

components required at the mesuring tip and could be used to calibrate the BOLD MR 

relative measurements to absolute oxygenation vaiues. 
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Sentine1 Node in Pies 

The present study has dernonsrrated that Combidex (ultrasmail particles of iron oxide, 

USPIO) may be a vduable agent for the detection of sentinel nodes, especially in the head 

and neck. Combidex (dso hown as AMI-227) is a low toxicity, 20 m diameter. dextran 

coated iron uxïde prepared for reconstinition as a colIoid (180,181). Previous work with 

other iron oxide contrast agents have been focused on their intravenous or interstitial use 

as agents to determine whether nodes were metastatic (130-132,182,183). S tudies by 

Anzai and Prince f 184486) demonstrated that macrophages in human nodes take up 

USPIO and that this contrast may aUow for differentiation of normal and metastatic 

nodes. A paper by Hoffman et al  demonstrated the use of inmvenous Combidex in 

patients with HNSCC (187). They showed that malignant nodes in the neck could be 

identified based on their contnst f i lhg characteristics, however, nodes that could not be 

identified because of their srnail size by standard MFU codd also not be identified using 

IV Combidex. This was ahos t  certainly due to the relatively smdl concentration of 

Combidex that collects in nodes following intravenous injection. USPIO agents, by either 

mode of injection could detect grossly metastatic nodes based on their filling miteria 

(187). However. continued snidy of these agents, exclusively by intravenous injection, 

has not been very successfui in the imaging of neck nodes (89). MI of the experimentd 

studies used the contrast agent for non-specific lymphangiography with no concem about 

temporal changes or specific node ordering. In a study by lamie Rogers et al (133) fiom 

Advanced Magnetics, the term sentinel node was used arbitrarily to identify any single 
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node detected using a very low dose of Combidex in three rats (133). However, even at 

the low dose the authors implied that muitipte nodes demonstrated contrat uptake. Since 

the snidy was limited to a singe MR image at 24 houn, no information could be obtained 

about node filling order which is critical to the establishment of true sentine1 node status 

as noted by two of the originatoa of the sentinel node technique, Morton and OUila (751, 

in their detailed evatuation of sentine1 node methodology. Furthemore, it can not be 

assumed that the closest of any number of nodes detected is the sentinel node(188). It has 

been demonstrated that detection using the radio-colloid agents is highiy dependent on 

the type of agent and the time interval between injection and detection (7576). The 

longer the time penod and the higher the dose the p a t e r  number of nodes that are 

radioactive and can be detected, As Morton and OlliIa (75) importantiy point out, not 

every node that is radioactive is a sentinel node and they continue to use isosulfan blue 

dye as the gold standard. For d l  these reasons, isosuffm dye was used as the goId 

standard in the present project. ApplyÏng the same radiocoiioid reasoning to MR[ 

lymphangiography, not every node that shows contrast change following interstitial 

injection of contrat, is a sentinel node, as suggested by Rogers et d(133). Rather the 

sentine1 node is thefirst node or nodes dnining the site, so that temporally resolved 

imaging is critical to the MR sentinel node methodology, u n d  at least such a time that 

extensive clinicd application defines a precise protocol. 
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The potential for the evoluàon of MR sentinef node methodology from concept to a 

clinicd tooI inspired the current study to reexamine the use of USPIO as a contrast agent 

specifically for the ME21 detection of sentine1 nodes. Aithough the discussion here is 

centred around patients with HNSCC, this MRI sentinel node technique would also be 

valid for use in patients with breast cancer or melanomas. White the present study c m  not 

daim to be the first to suggest MR sentinel lymphopphy. it certaidy is the first to prove 

its theory, demonstrate its pre-ciinicd utility, and compare its reiiability to currentiy 

accepted 'gold standard' method- 

In the present study, there were two nodes in each group that were demonstrated to be 

sentine1 nodes by the MM technique but not by the gold standard isosulfan blue. 

Theoreticaily these nodes would be considered as faise positives. Sentinel node 

techniques have been noted to require a fairly Iengthy leaming cuve to achieve good 

clinical reproducibility and are highly dependent on dose of agents and timing. The most 

Iikely reason for the discrepancy between the two methods used in the present study was 

simply lack of operator expenence in the SNB technique. On the other hand. it is also 

possible that the temporal resolution in the MR method was insufficient to detect the 

absolute fmt node showing contnst change although this is less likely. There remains 

the possibiiïty that the MRI results are in fact correct, that in fact there were two false 

negative results in the isosulfan blue dye method, Similar discrepancies between isosulfan 

dye and radiocolloid methods have dso been reported (72,73). This anomaiy will ody be 

solved with additional testing and fine tuning of the MRI methodology preferably in an 
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Sentine1 node techniques for HNSCC have been reported but its use has proven to be 

more difficdt to implernent than in breasst cancer or mehoma for a number of technical 

reasons. These include unwanted tissue staining through diffusion of the dye from the site 

of injection and the lymphatics (1 89) and radiation from the injection site overwhelming 

the srnaMer signal from any closely associated sentinel nodes (69-7 1)- There is continued 

debate over what the minimum gamma count of a node shodd be to constitute it as a 

sentinel node (75,79). The MRI technique desaibed in this study improves considenbIy 

on the other methods. The volume of intersti t id USPIO required for the detection of 

nodes is very srnali in cornparison to the isosuifan bIue dye method and does not cause 

Iucai or distant staining of tissues that would interfere with dissection at the turnor site or 

in the neck The Local arrïfact from the contrast agent at the injection site is reduced and 

combined with ME2 imaging that uses thin slices and good spatial resolution, any close 

nodes codd be easily distinguished from the injection site. If there was clinical concern 

about nodes juxtaposed with the injection site, after waiting twenty four hours, the agent 

is almost completely removed from the injection site, and any nodes could be imaged. 

These methodologicaI improvernents are perhaps less important than the fact that MRI 

sentine1 node detection is minimd ly invasive, cm be accomplished preoperativel y, 

provides positive node identification at the time of surgery by color deposition of the 

USPIO, and allows imaging with outstanding spatial resolution and soft tissue contrast 
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for detailed anatomicai mapping. These characteristics present interesting possibilities. 

With precise anatomicd information about senthel node and the confirmatory coloration 

from Combidex deposition, it rnay be possible to perform a simple excision of the 

sentine1 node(s) for histotological study. With the current interest in minimally invasive 

techniques, M R  sentinel node identification codd also be foiiowed by interventional MR 

guided FWA or biopsy of the sentinel node in a similar fashion to that demonstrated using 

CT gidance(l90) in HNSCC. Lapamscopic excision of axiiiary nodes have been 

dernonstrated(l9 1). Pretreatment histolo@cai diagnosis of sentine1 node status would 

have obvious implications in the selection of treatment plans for patients with HNSCC. 

Reoperative MR sentinel node identification would provide information to the surgeon 

for adjusting the neck node dissection Ieve1. If the sentinel node(s) contained only 

micrometastasis, it mi@ be demonstrated that only that node(s) needs to be removed for 

adequate treatment of the neck. It is interesting that in 60% of breast cancer patients, the 

sentinel node is the oniy positive node(56) and therefore it may be possible to identify 

patients that do not require wide lymph node dissection. Superselective lymph node 

dissection could aiso be done at lymph node levels specificdly identified to incorporate 

rhe sentine1 node(s). MR sentinel node identification would also provide similarly 

important information for planning of radiation treatment fields. 
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Conclusions 

Based on the results of the present smdy the following original hypotheses c m  be 

accepted: 

1) that the nbbit VX- squamous ceU carcinoma mode1 demonsmted basic properties of 

dynamic conuast enhanced and BOLD MR, 3) that in patients with HNSCC, the 

distribution of vessel size in a -or was an independent measure of patient outcome, 

tumor stage, and nodd metastasis, 4) that DCE and BOLD MRI was technicaily feasibte 

in HNSCC, 7) that since HNSCC tumors displayed histoIo@cd heterogeneity they will 

demonstrate heterogeneity in both DCE and BOLD andysis, 6) that BOLD rneasurements 

of relative tumor oxygenation was correlated to tumor vascular supply and, 8) that USPIO 

contrast agent behaved similady to radiocoUoid materials and was able to demonstrate 

sentinel node identification. The hypothesis 2) that in patients with HNSCC, tumor 

microvascula. density would be a measure of patient outcome, -or stage, and nodal 

metastasis, must be rejected. Hypothesis 5) that DCE functions would correlate with 

- - tumor microvascular density and distribution of vessel size must be rejected since not d l  

DCE hnctions showed correlation, however specific DCE functions namely, amplitude 

and distribution did correlate with nuniber of large vessets in the tumor. 

Rabbit VX-2 t u o r s  appeared to be a valid mode1 for the fuaher investigation of both 

DCE and BOLD W, and shouid be M e r  improved by enhancing temporal resolution 

of DCE sequences. Variables associated with microvessef size distribution were related to 
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m o r  characteristics as weU as parient sumival and recurrence and these variabtes could, 

in part, be described by the amplitude and distribution hct ions  of DCE MRI. The sole 

DCE function that related in part, to lymphatic flow was correlated with nodal status. 

BOLD analysis confirmed that tumors c m  be heterogenous in relative oxygenation vdues 

and that these oxygenation gradients are related to DCE input funciion and nodd status. 

FinaLiy, identification of sentinel nodes by M N  Lymphangiogaphy ushg the USPIO 

contrast agent, Cornbidex, is technically feasibte and shows good correIation with the 

isosulfan btue dye method, 

In summary, this current study has demonstrated that minimaily invasive techniques 

based on magnetic resonance imaging have a supportive role to play in the evduation and 

possibly the management of head and neck squamous ce11 carcinoma. 
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